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World's Finest Bannerstone 
Collection of Earl C. Townsend 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

This grand ferruginous quartz butterfly bannerstone was o b 
tained recently by Mr. Townsend from the collection of the late A. T. 
Wehrle of Newark, Ohio. Mr. Wehrle had acquired it in the early 1930's 
as a part of the F . P . Hill collection of Delaware, Ohio. Hill 's love 
for his quartz prize was reflected by his naming it "Sunset Glory." 

Although illustrated in Knoblock's "Banner Stones of the 
North American Indian" (p. 408), it was there described as being 
only 4 inches wide, whereas its actual wing spread is 5 5/8 inches. 

According to the Hill 's Catalog it was found in 1874 on the 
Walter Vance farm at Edith in Camden County, Missouri, whereas Mr. 
Knoblock l ists i ts provenience as Crawford County, Missouri. Mr. 
Knoblock did not have the opportunity to actually study the artifact 
at the time of publication of his treatise, but upon examining it r e 
cently, he pronounced it the finest bannerstone so far found. 

The butterfly type was the most difficult form for the Indian 
to manufacture and its overall grace and beauty commend it to the 
display cabinet. 

The ferruginous quartz from which this bannerstone was 
fashioned is exceptionally beautiful. Varying shades of radiant 
red are dominant while highly translucent white cloudy areas admit 
diffusion of light in many directions. Highly polished, its lustre, 
gaudy color, symmetry and exceptional s ize , make it truly the ans
wer to the collector 's dream. 
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OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY 

The Archaeological Society of Ohio i s organized to discover 
and conserve archaeological si tes and material within the State of 
Ohio; seek and promote a better understanding among collectors of 
archaeological material including individuals, museums and i n s t i 
tutions and to disseminate knowledge as to subject matter of Arch
aeology. The membership is composed of United States citizens of 
suitable character and interest. The annual membership dues are 
$3.00 payable 1st each year. The annual membership dues are for 
(up to 18) $1.50. The funds are used for mailing notices of meetings 
and publishing of "Ohio Archaeologist" of which we put out four 
i ssues each year. Articles and pictures are furnished by the members. 

Send applications with membership dues to Secretary. 

Due credit should be given this publication and the author for any article or data 
copied and published by others. 
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THE PRESIDENT S PAGE 
by 

Stanley G, Copeland 

If you were not at the June picnic meeting, you missed a good time. Ray and Ruth 
Vietzen are gracious hosts. Plenty of tables were provided for the display of relics 
Many of the relics there were for display only, but there were hundreds for sale or trade 
A number of our members were fortunate in obtaining numerous s la te , flint and other speci
mens they so badly needed to start rounding out their collections. A few very fine artifacts 
also founa new homes. Your president obtained three new specimens for his own cabinet 
Ray s museum offers very diversified displays. Banners, pipes, spears , axes, cel ts , and 
vil age material, cave material folsoms, skulls (some with extremely interesting deform-
mations) historical materia), guns, etc are displayed for your pleasure. Ray also has a 
well displayed collection of very fine Indian relics in his home. It was very unfortunate 
a rain storm broke up the meeting in the early afternoon. About one hundred and fifty were 
in attendance at this meeting. It was an opportunity to meet members of our society from 
that sec ion of the state who are seldom if ever in attendance at our Columbus meetings 
Our thanks to Ray and Ruth Vietzen. meetings. 

' ' I n d i a n ^ M P 7 S i d e n t m a d e , a "fttle t r iP o v e r to Indianapolis to take in Earl Townsend's 
Indian Kehc Jamooree . fcarl provided a large tent and plenty of tables. There was 

everything there for sale from common arrowheads to large spear heads, bannerstone and 

r e l t m L T V f ^ ^ g f p U y ° f I n d U n " * < * < h a V ° e v e r " « > ° < a l e at re 

re ic meeting. Ear l ' s private collection is really something to see . It is beautifully dis
played in illuminated cases and wall frames. It is undoubtedly one of the finest collect
ions in the country. Earl and Mrs. Townsend are also very gracious hosts Needless to 
say, the wife and I are looking forward to going back next year. Needless to 

Harry (Hap) Horning (one of our members from Easton, Pa.) and I drove down to 
Pickaway County and looked in on the archaeological excavations being made by R a ^ 
Baby, curator of archaeology Ohio State Historical Society, and his c f a s s ? Two skele-

tTLT? a T? • • ° f P ° S t
u

h o l e s o f a h o u s e P f l t t e"> ^ d been exposed. More information 
to add to what is known about the Adena People. 

» < * * F , r ° n i " r ' 6 WG W 6 n t ^ F e U r t S V i U a g e S i t e - W e f o u n d a f e w small specimens 
such as triangle points and beads. We found more foot-prints than a n y t h i n g W e 
went on down the Ohio River and stopped at three other village si tes Iwo were fresh 
ly cultivateo but the third one was in perfect hunting condition We wereTust ZluZl 
a good start and bubbling over with expectations (especially"Sap as they do not ha™ 
sites^ around Easton like these) when a downpour drove us to" Thenar In about t w e ^ y 
minutes we had found several triangle points several broken bone implements a T a g -
TuniLlZT: C O * 1 . ^ W h i c h h a d ^ r y interesting incised line decoraSois a n / 
ttatsfi to Easton! P 1 P °" "* ^ t h a t h e W J S h e d t h e r e W e r e s o m e w a * to - v . 

areas ^ h l ll,"?"*' *** **!' * " • ° f t h e y e & r * e n J ° V O h i o ' s beautiful wooded 
that n'ff ^ K P, • S O ,m e P ' ' C n , C t r i P S f ° ° U r f a m o u s s t a t e P a ^ s , especially the ones 
Hil L i t e p L . a T ^ r P - n t e S t S o S e r p e n t M ° U n d P a r k ' Po ' t Ancient 's tate Park F^rt 
Hill State Park, \,ound City State Park, Seip Mound State Park and many others Look-
on your road map, they are all marked y o t h e r s * L o o k 

7nar v n h e r S Y ! a l s o / " a n v P £ r k s o f historical interests , such as Schoenbrunn Village 
Zoar Village, Adena, Campus Martius. Warren County Museum and many others. * ' 

don't f o l ^ t o n ^ y ° r ? ° a r ° ° ° i n g ^ -haeologica l excavations this summer or fall, 

fn o „ V S r A V h . 1 o e C t t y " n ° t e S a n ° P h ° t o S a n d ^ ^ ^ y ° U r r e p ° r t S *>' P * » - l » 
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EDITORIAL PAGE 

by 
H C Wachtel 

Four times a year seem to come around so quickly that one hardly gets his 
breath before we are into another issue of the Ohio Archaeologist, or so it would 
seem to the Editor. This passing interval of time has left many memories for us 
to muse over and possibly casually mention. This past season has been during 
the time that most of us consider our vacation period when a great percentage of 
our members are on the roads visiting many places of interest or just traveling. 

I feel certain I will be hearing from a number of our members concerning 
their wanderings ana I hope they will semi in material of interest to publish for 
other members to enjoy. I am even hoping some may have made some interesting 
archaeological finds or visited some historical spots they will want to tell us about. 

I believe it would be a good idea for members to take a membership list 
along and as our members are wide flung now and some in every state of the Union, 
I believe there would be some very interesting stopping-off places in every s ta te , 
and from past experience, I feel sure you would be welcomed at every member's home 
you visited and they might even cause you to dally awhile to hunt over some of their 
favorite spots. Try it sometime and I know you will be agreeably surprised. 

As usual, we are continually on the look—out for interesting articles and 
pictures, so I again invite you to submit them to the Editor and we will find a place 
for them, Sometimes the more common artifacts have a more interesting background 
than a collectors item. The association of finding means a lot and believe me, some 
are found unaer very odd circumstances. 

I was fortunate to be able to attend the June meeting at Ray Vietzen's at 
fc,lyria, Ohio, and on the way was entertained at our Secretary s (A. G, Smith) home, 
where he had a most interesting display laid out for visiting members. I am afraid 
that the afternoon storm may have caused some members to miss this. The Townsend 
meeting at Indianapolis in July was one of EarFs best and a meeting place of a lot 
of collectors from far places we all like to meet. 

It has been interesting to have our meetings at varied places this year and 
also giving members in the different sections opportunities to participate and this 
should help our membership quite a bit. 

Again, it should be mentioned that each and every member is a member of 
the membership and publishing committees and it is hoped that each one can get 
a new member and furnish some interesting item for our magazine. Jump right in 
and help promote your society and there will be good times ahead for all of us . I 
will be waiting to hear from you. 

It has been quite gratifying to the Editor to receive some very interesting 
and Diversified articles recently, which will be worked into the January i ssue , so 
we will promise you something special at that time. 

You will notice by the new members list, appearing in this dssue that we are 
gradually creeping up. We are never satisfied and there should be twice as many 
in the next i ssue . 
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LOCAL FINDS ON THE OLD HOME PLACE 

by 

Ralph Dunkel 

Circleville, Ohio 

All the artifacts shown on pages 117 and 118, with the exception of the large 
celt on page 118, were found on 160 acres by the writer and his father from 1940 to 
1955. The farm is located in Circleville Twp., Pickaway County, Ohio. Each year 
we add one or two " n i c e " pieces to our collection. 

Despite the quantity of relics found on this farm, no potsherds or other discer-
ible evidence of a campsite has been located but several scattered flaking spots occur. 

The two largest drills shown en page 117 were found by my father, A. J . Dunkel, 
13 years apart in time and 200 yards apart in space - a cherished gift to me. 

The larger celt shown on page 118, was found, if not on this farm, nearby -
an estimated fifty years ago and given me by my uncle, Wilson Dunkel, doubtless the 
nicest one I'll ever own. 

Any comment by readers of this article will be appreciated. 

Page 117 

Upper row left to right - actual size 

No. 1 Drill found in 1940 - Brown flint. 
No. 2 Drill found in 1953 - Bluish flint. 
No. 3 Nicely notched gray -blue flint spear. Found in 1952. 
No. 4 Cream with red inclusions flint - Found in 1948. 
No. 5 Pale bluish tan - found in 1950. 

Middle row - left to right 

No. 6 Chert drill - found in 1950. 
No. 7 Cream tan - found in 1948. 
No. 8 Scraper reworked from fine p o i n t - found in 1946. 

Lower row - left to right 

No. 9 Brownish blue - found in 1950. 
No. 10 Stemmed point - reddish flint - found in 1952. 
No. 11 Bluish side notched arrow - Found in 1953. 
No. 12 Cream yellow drill - found in 1947. 
No. 13 Cream drill found in 1947 
No. 14 Black drill found in 1951. 

START THE DAY WITH A CHUCKLE D D N - 5 - 2 7 - 5 6 

SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA. May 27. 

Mike Hone decided to start a hobby of collecting Indian arroivheads. 

In a two-hour search of the shores of Spirit Lake he found no arrow
heads, but learned later at a filling station where he had left his 
auto that it had a flat tire. 

The flat was caused by an Indian arrowhead. 
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IN MEMORIAM 

Professor W. P. Holt 
by Edward Galitza 

Word came to me during the Vietzen meeting that my good 
friend and fellow collector, W. P. Holt had died. Professor Holt 
an ardent collector of Indian artifacts, contributed many articles 
to the "Ohio Archaeolgist.'" 

Born in Geneva, Ohio in 1875, Professor Holt moved to Bowling 
Green to head the geography and geology departments at Bowling 
Green State University. During his years as head of these depart
ments, Mr. Holt organized coast to coast field trips. At least 4,000 
students participated in his train treks throughout the United States. 
He retired from university work in 1942. 

Several days prior to Professor Holt 's death, I had the pleasure 
of talking with him for several hours. We talked on the uniqueness 
of several of his artifacts and on various topics related to archaeology. 
Little did I realize at the time, that our Society would suffer the loss 
of this fine old gentleman. Professor Holt enjoyed writing poems and 
articles on various subjects. The following poem is his favorite. 

FRIENDS 

In gold and land one may be poor; 
Yet millionaire he still may be 
If friend or friends he does possess , 
For friends top wealth and luxury. 

To get our friends we have to show 
That we to them can be a friend. 
To take, and nothing give in turn, 
Will never win the cherished end. 

A friend is one who knows our good, 
And all our many faults withal' 
Yet knowing bad and good alike 
Still loves us , notwithstanding all. 

A man alone can little do; 
But for his friends he, Samson-like, 
Can do the unbelievable — 
Their trust in him gives added might. 

This world a dreary place would be 
Without our friends - to make us live; 
They cheer, inspire, and help us too, 
In many ways, and courage give. 

In wordly good my lot is low; 
But with good friends I'm doubly blest; 
For blessings all, my thanks I give -
For friends, for life, and all t ha t ' s best. 
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A MISSOURI CEREMONIAL AXE 

by Edw. Zimmerman 

One of the greatest thrills of my years of collecting Indian rel ics, was when I was 
fortunate enough to obtain the ceremonial axe, shown here natural s ize . This speciman is 
made of black fine grained granite, polished all over, and the figures are in relief. 

The other side of the axe has two additional figures in relief, one above the other 
below the groove. Both are different than the figures on the side shown, one figure, the 
larger, resembling a turtle without a head, the smaller figure above the groove resembling 
a head and neck. 

The axe has a deep three-quarter groove with prominent ridge both above and below 
the groove, and the flat edge is slightly fluted. 

It was found by a Mr. John Kane who was plowing in a field near the Big River in 
Jefferson County, Missouri. There was a small village si te and cemetery of stone graves 
in this field in the second bottom, where Mr. Kane found the axe and as he told me that he 
had plowed out some bone fragments, the axe was probably plowed out of a shallow grave. 
Mr. Kane had given the axe to his wife several years before he told me about it. There is 
a story in connection with- this axe coming into my possession which I'd like to tell 

In 1937 I was working as a time-keeper on a road building project, Mr. Kane was 
loading gravel on trucks, from a gravel-bar at a small creek. As my duties did not require 
my presence on the job all the time I often walked through the fields near by hunting arrow
heads. On my return to the job one day after about an hours absence, Mr. Kane asked me 
what I was looking for out in those fields. I showed him three arrowheads I had just foun'd 
and I told him I collected Indian relics. He replied that his wife had a very fine axe that 
he had given her and added that he'd bet I didn't have any like it in my collection. He then 
attempted to describe it and ended by saying he'd bring it out on the job next day and let 
me see it. 

The next day, however, he said he had forgotten to bring it but would surely bring 
bring it next day. I began to doubt that he had such an axe as he had described, but tried 
not to let him know that I didn't put much faith in his Story. I had been told so many times 
of people who had spears 12 inches long, etc. , only to find on investigation that they had 
been misplaced and could't be found, or had been given away to someone who didn't live in 
this part of the country anymore, or if still in their possession, had shrunk in s ize to about 
half their reported length. 

However, next day Mr. Kane brought the axe, wrapped in a piece of cloth and on 
seeing it I realized that it was even a better and rarer piece than I had been led to expect, 

I asked Mr. Kane to put a price on it, but he said he'd have to ask his wife what 
she wanted for it, as he had given it to her when he first found it, and he didn't know if 
she would sell it or not. 

The next day Mr. Kane didn't come in to work. I waited until Sunday and then drove 
out to his farm only to find no one at home. I left a note on his screen porch telling him I 
had called but found no one at home. The next day he came in with a paper market bag in 
his hand and said " I brought you all the Indian relics we had and my wife said not to sell 
her axe unless I could get enough to buy her a new house d r e s s . " He explained that the 
kind of dresses she wore cost two or three dollars apiece. So, needless to say, the deal 
was made without delay. 

The axe still wrapped in its piece of cloth to protect it from getting scarred was in 
the paper bag along with a flared granite spade of average workmanship and showing much 
use judging from the polish exhibited on the blade, a small common grooved axe, and about 
25 common arrowheads, which were all picked up on the same s i te . 

Now a short description of the other two artifacts. The long narrow axe which resemb 
les the finest axes from the south-west is made of dark greenish granite of close grain, three 
quarter groove type and highly polished all over and nearly round in cross section. It was 
found many years ago near New Madrid, Missouri, where a bank of the Mississippi River was 
in process of being undercut and washing away. I obtained it from Dr. McGuire, This axe 
measures 8 inches x 2 3/4 inches. 

The pipe is made of hard fine grained sandstone and is well polished. It was 
found in a gravel bar of the St. Francis River near Farmington, Missouri by a W.P.A. worker 
who was engaged in hauling gravel. ,-. ,. . . ,__. 

& 6 (Con't bottom of p 132) 
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FEURT VILLAGE SITE SPECIMANS 
by Stanley G. Copeland 

The Feurt Village Site had been occupied for a long time, possibly one hundred years or 
more. During this occupancy, refuse and ashes had accumulated to such an extent, that to
day one must dig as deep as five feet in some areas of the site to reach steri le soil . The 
Feurt People had repeatedly carried in fresh soil and covered their accumulated refuse. Evi
dence uncovered revealed that they cleaned house the same way. They merely spread a clean 
layer of soil on the floors of their houses. The repetition of this custom and the replacement 
of their houses over many years of time produced a condition that revealed house pattern on 
house pattern. A thin layer of clean soil usually seemed sufficient to clean house, but in the 
case of covering their large accumulations of refuse, a great amount had often been used. This 
presented a varied stratification, some areas of the village having been built up only a few 
inches while other areas as much as five feet. These accumulations of village refuse consist
ed of thousands of bones of animals, birds, fish arc' turtles, thousands of pottery fragments and 
mussel shel ls ; tons of wood ashes . Mixed with this refuse were the many bone, shell and the 
stone artifacts lost, mislaid or discarded by these people. 

In the January, 1956 issue of The Ohio Archaeologist, Vol. 6, No. 1, pages 23 to 29, I 
presented photos of game stones or discoic'als found in this s i te . If I excavated one nice 
game stone in a days digging I felt well rewarded for my efforts. The majority of the days of 
excavating, however, did not produce even one good game stone. When a long, well worked 
bone speciman was uncovered, that really set the day down to be remembered. Illustrated on 
page 122 are shown eight of these prized artifacts. All eight of these specimens were ex -
cavated from below the plow line. None could be associated with burials. 

No. 1 Awl, 5 7/8 inches long, made from the penis bone of the black bear. 
No. 2 Awl or hair pin, 6 inches long, round, well polished, enlarged end, made from a 

heavy bone of a large animal 
No. 3 Awl or hair pin, 7 13/16 inches long, probably made of the fibula of a young 

black bear, 
No. 4 Awl or hair pin, 7 7/8 inches long, probably made of the fibula of the wolf; 

the natural joint end of this bone has the appearance of an animals head, as 
if to enhance this appearance, the maker had cut a slight groove in one side, 
producing what appears to be a mouth, excavated by Philip Kientz, Sr. 

No. 5 Awl or hair pin, extremely fine speciman, 9 1/4 inches long, spatula like end, 
highly polished, made from the metepodial bono of the deer. Jus t below the 
joint end, two parallel incised liner?, 3/16 inch apart, had been cut across the 
awl, between these lines had been cut a Crosshatch design. This awl e x c a 
vated by H. R. McPherson. It was found about 2 1/2 feet below the surface 
in a large accumulation of wood ashes . I had located this large area of ashes 
a few days before, after having chopped my way through seven or eight inches 
of frozen soil. I abandoned the diggings and lost the thrill of finding this fine 
artifact. 

No. 6 A plain awl or hairpin, completely worked, 8 1/8 inches long, made from the 
strong heavy bone of a large animal. 

No. 7 Bone needle, 7 7/8 inches long, made from rib of large animal. This speciman 
also was excavated by H. R. McPherson- It had been broken and discarded. 
The two halves were found six cr seven feet apart. It was found in ashes . The 
ashes being of different wood or mixed with a varying amount of soil preserved 
the two halves in such a way that they present, a transillumination, two differ
ent colors. It is an excellent speciman with which to demonstrate the varying 
preservitive properties of wood ashes . 

No. 8 Awl, double pointed, 6 5/8 inches long, made from antler. This awl is cut 
round and is the most delicately fashioned artifact I have ever found of antler. 
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OHIO DISCOIDALS 
by 

Gordon F Meuser M D 

The subject of ciscoidals , discs or game stones was ably discussed by Stanley G. Cope 
land in an article that appeared in The Ohio Archaeologist, (Vol. 6, No. 1, page 23) , entitled 
'Feurt Village Site Specimens.' The author classified them, dwelled briefly on the general 

types of decorations and gave the range of ,ii?.terials usee in their manufacture. While the 
specimens referred to were all found on one si te, and that s i te , perhaps, the most noteworthy 
Ft. Ancient culture village in Ohio, they can well represent the general varities found so 
commonly in and on the numerous Ft. Ancient si tes scattered along the Ohio river and its 
tributaries. 

The decorations appearing on the Feurt discoidals are intriguing and present a multitude 
of arrangments, and, to most collectors are of special interest. However, other types of dec
orations not found at Feurts are occasionally seen from other Ohio river s i t es , particulary 
those below Portsmouth. They include large and small drilled pits , concentric circles,cross 
hatched lines aim. very rarely, bird carvings and tally notched rims. An interesting feature 
is noticed in many specimens, in which a nicely carved design is engraved in one surface, 
while the reverse might be blank, or decorated with a totally different pattern. 

These small discoidals evidently were put to rough use, as indicated by the abundance 
of fragments found on exploration. Again, many show evioence of reworking over broken or 
damaged areas. One important observation denotes that they are always found within the 
confines of a Ft. Ancient village, indicating that they contributed entirely to the home life 
of the inhabitants. As has been inferred, these smaller discoidals, which seldom exceed 2 
inches in diameter, have been definitely identified as being perhaps the most characteristic 
artifact of the Ft. Ancient, culture, even thoufeh their occurrence might be rather sparse on 
some s i tes . 

All of the discoidals found in Ohio are not of small s ize. Some have been found With 
diameters up to 6 inches. The types of these large ones match those of the above mentioned 
small ones, but there is a noticeable lack of decorations. An occasional small carving, 
apparently meant to represent a bird foot track, or a few radial incisions are about all that 
are found. 

In the larger specimens changes in the material used occur abruptly. Instead of sandstone 
or other softer stones predominating there is a tendency for them to be mane of the harder 
ana more refractory s tones. Cense diorite ana syenite, mottled granite, quartzite or even 
chert were mostly favored. It is almost a certainty that any discoidal exceeding 3 inches in 
diameter is m«de of one of these materials. 

The distribution of these larger discoidals is much greater than the small ones. They 
occur most frequently in the southern half of Ohio, but representations of all types have 
been founu over the entire tab One beautiful quartzite specimen, now in the Ohio State 
Museum, has a diameter of almost 6 inches and came from Ottawa County, near the shore of 
Lake Erie. There are a number in many collections from the counties of Northern Ohio. 

Some large ones have been foun< on Ft. Ancient village s i tes , but the majority of them 
have been Sroken or da It is difficult, to account for these conditions. The hardness 
of the stone would defy almost any kino of hard usage. I have seen fragments of a number 
made of feranite or quartzite which, il complete, would easily measure up to 5 inches in dia. 
and would perhaps withstand a blow from a sleage hammer. How and why did these discoid
als become broken into several pieces 

Opposite page - All of sandstone. Size 1 - 1 
No. 1 Lrillec in or punctate design. Con- No. 8 X markings, Muskingum Co., 0 . 

centric circles on the reverse side. 
Scioto County, Ohio No. 9 Plain perforated bicave from 

No. 2 Small punctate design. Hamilton Co. Scioto County, Ohio. 
No. 3 Punctate design. Adams Co.. Ohio. No. 10 Numerous tally notches around 
No. 4 Punctate design. Adams County, Ohic No. edge. Bird carved on reverse. 
No. 5 Birdfoot design. Scioto Co. Ohio. Clermont County, Ohio 
No. 6 Birdfoot design. Scioto Co. Ohio. No. 11 Concentric circle design, Cler 
No. 7 Radial markings, 14 in number. mont County, Ohio. 

Clermont County. Ohio. No. 12 Geometrical design, Gallia Co. 
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OHIO DISCOIDALS (con't from p. 124) 

No. 1 Polished tan quartzite. Meigs Co,> 0 . No. 4 Dark gray diorite. Adams Co,. 0 . 

No. 2 Beautiful pink and tan mottled gran- No. 5 Dark and light gray quartzite. 
i te . Clermont County, Ohio. Wayne County, Ohio. 

No. 3 Cream colored quartzite.Montgomery No. 6 Cream colored quartzite. Ross 
County, Ohio. County, Ohio. 

* * * * * 

LESS THAN A MILE FROM HOME 
Carl 8 Covipton 

Instituto Interamericano 
Denton., Texas 

Most people think that an archaeological survey has to include the whole valley of a great 
river, or a whole s tate , or at least a couple of counties. This is the tale of an archaeological 
survey in miniature, a sort of "'micro—survey". 

I like to see what is on the other side of the mountain as much, or more, than most folks, 
but like most, folks. I have to earn a living, and stay at home to do it. I teach at North Texas 
College, and so my chances of travel are few. However I find plenty of archaeology right around 
home, within easy walking distance less than a mile from home, in fact. 

I live on a small farm near Denton, Texas. I have convinced myself that I am rehabilitating 
the soil by doing absolutely nothing to disturb it, and since the coining of the term " s o i l - b a n k " 
I feel very patriotic for not having added to the country s unwieldy agricultural surplus by what 
is now regarded as 'ruthless exploitation of our national soil resources ' ' . 

In February, 1953, the son of a neighbor told me that there were bones , 'maybe of a d ino
saur * sticking out from a cutbank in an erosion gully on his father's farm. The field is under 
lain by a deposit of excellent, gravel, and in time will become a gravel pit. so the erosion of 
his land does not worry this farmer. The bones were examined and found to be those of som6 
variety of Proboscidean, the exact identification being impossible immediately. After talking 
it over with a colleague at the College, I reported the find to the State Archaeologist, sending 
him a contour map and photographs of the site as well as a full verbal description. It was im 
possible for the State Archaeologist to investigate the matter at that time, so having confidence 
in my ability, he advised that I excavate the site myself. This was done. The first excavation 
uncovered a tusk (,:. 129) some nine feet two inches in length. This narrowed the identification 
to one of three possibili t ies Archdiskodon Imperialis, Paraelephas Columbi, or Archidiskodon 
Meridionalis nebrascensis The last name was virtually ruled out, since it would be very un 
likely that many, if any at all, of theso animals ever wandered so far south. 

The excavation was continued in my free time, and that of my colleague and we were helped 
by students of the college, tfuch of the skeleton was found, including all but one of the teeth, 
and this one hao been decomposed by the erosion and fragments of it could be found in the 
arroyo below the si te . These teeth were sent to the paleonotologist at the State University in 
Austin, Texas , and he judged them to be teeth of a mature, large Parelephas columbi The only 
way to distin ,uish between the Columbian Mammoth onr the Imperial Mammoth is by measuring 
the grinding surfaces of the teeth. This animal, which became known as the "Denton Mammoth' 
was so large that, its measurements were within the limits of variation of the Archidiskodon 
imperialis so we can not be absolutely sure of the species even now. 

No artifacts were found in association with this animal, much to the disappointment of the 
digging crew. However, one of the front legs was found well in front of the head. Since the 
rest of the skeleton was so well articulated, indicating little or no movement of the carcass 
after death, the excavators as well as the State Archaeologist who finally visited the si te 
believe that the animal had been killed and as least partially dismembered by man. 

The public took an enormous interest in this excavation. It was estimated that more than 
three thousand persons visited the s i te at one time or another. Nine schools brought field 
trips of their pupils from as far as forty miles away, and lectures were given at the site by my 
self and others. The dig was televised in a statewide news program, and a regular television 
program was broadcast from a Dallas. Texas station using this mammoth as the starting point 
for an educational program on Early Man In America' This program was written and produced 
by myself, and the group of college teachers and students who worked on the dig. I am pleased 
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to s ta te , that in spite of the crowds who visited the s i te , and the great interest aroused, not 
a single act of vandalism occurred. 

But at last the mammoth was excavated and the bones stored for some future disposition, 
and we were at a loose end again. Since the mammoth find was just under a mile from home, 
the idea occured to me that i t might be interesting to find out what other archaeological mat
erial might be present within a mile radius. So, from time to time I made a reconnaisance with
in this circle. 

The first discovery was that of an Archaic si te dating from sometime between 4 ;000 and 
1,500 years ago, apparently no one had ever paid much attention to this si te as a wide variety 
of artifacts were found. Hammerstones, manos, knives, projectile points, rock crystals, and 
the like(see p. 129). No metates were found. It seems that these people used any convenient 
flat stone from grinding, though they cherished their pounding stones and mullers as permanent 
equipment. On this s i te a rather curious point was found which proved to be a reworked point 
from the Round Rock Focus of central Texas. This not only showed contact with this rather 
distant area, but marked a northern penetration of this Round Rock Focus. This type of point 
is not often found in this area although the find is not unique. 

Moving around within our "Micro*area" we found another s i te which proved to have been 
occupied sporadically over a fairly long period. A few Archaic points were found, but by far 
the largest number seemed to be late Prehistoric or Early Historic. Pottery was rather scarce, 
but fortunately three sherds found on this site could readily be indentified as material from 
the Spiro Focus and so rather reliably datable as about 1,000 A. D. A small hearth was found 
as a lens in a small eroded cutbank, and when it was excavated yielded a few bones in a 
very poor state of preservation and one tooth of some herbivorous animal. This tooth is not 
very well preserved either; it is somewhat like the molar of a sheep or goat, but the stratia-
graphy makes this identification impossible. Thus, in all probability, the tooth is that of an 
antelope or small deer. It is of little importance since no artifacts were found with it. The 
hearth is of interest in that it shows the cooking methods of this late period, a very small 
campfire with the meat probably roasted over it on s t icks. 

On all the sites within our "micro-area" are to be found a profusion of freshwater mussel 
shel ls . Hickory Creek winds through the area and there are several springs and seeps which 
feed a number of barely flowing brook).et3 through all but the very driest of seasons . Thus, 
for thousands of years this little area, typical of many others in north and northeast Texas 
and southern Oklahoma, provided " s e a - f o o d " dinners for the Indian and his family. 

Oddly enough, although there is a great abundance of fine ceramic clay in the area, none 
of the groups, which we know lived in it, made pottery. On another s i te , on the opposite side 
of Hickory Creek from the site mentioned just above, we find considerable pottery. This c o n 
s is t s of many sherds and two whole bowls, but they are all from the Texarkana Focus, or per
haps I should say they are all of a type called McKinney Plain, found in the Texarkana Focus, 
which is dated as .from 1,200 A.D. to 1,500 A. D. Possibly it survived into the historic period 
at 1650-1700 A. D. 

Still another site in the " m i c r o - a r e a " is definitely historic. Perhaps a battle was fought 
here, for mingled with many arrowheads one may encounter an occasional rifle or pistol ball. 
This s i te is now a windswept field of pure fine sand from three to twelve feet deep. No shells 
are found here and no other evidence of habitation. It was apparently only a hunting ground 
and ultimately, a battleground for rhe aborigines of the area. 
Barely within the mile radius, to which we limited ourselves, is the si te of the early town of 
Old Alton. This was the first county-seat of Denton County. Thus we have an historic si te 
within our "mic ro -a r ea" . The chief industry of this small village was the making of brick 
and other ceramic products. I previously mentioned the presence of good ceramic clays. 
Within a few years after its founding, the county seat was moved to Denton, some seven miles 
to the northwest, at, the insistence of residents in the north and west of the county. In those 
days of no roads worth the name, seven miles was quite a distance. After the county offices 
were moved away, Old Alton gradually died. All that remains of it today is a modern granite 
marker. Occasionally you can find a few bricks, a bit of brass or copper or a button as a relic 
of the former village. A few hundred yards from the si te is a modern country church, named 
Old Alton Church, with its graveyard in which may rest the bones of some of the inhabitants 
of the original Old Alton. 

This article was not written to repor: on si te archaeology, or even to catalog si te and to 
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(con't from p.128) 
inventory items of material culture. Its purpose is to show the possibil i t ies of discovery 
within a very small area and near home. While, admittedly, this " m i c r o - a r e a " accidently 
happened to be an extraordinary one in several ways, it is likely that any given area in 
the Midwest or Eas t would yield a most surprising amount of archaeological information 
if it were intensively and systematically worked. Ironically, although I was able to find 
so much of interest within a mile of my home,, I have never found even one flint chip on 
my own eighty acres. 

* * * * * 

SLATE PENDANTS FROM NORTHERN OHIO 
by Arthur George Smith 

No. 1 Top row - left to right 
No. 1 Purplish grey faintly banded slate with a white patina, face convex, edges square. 

West bank of West Fork of the Rocky River below Olmsted Fal l s , Cuyahoga Co., 0 . 

No. 2 Grey green faintly banded s la te , faces flat, edges square. Bronson Twp., Huron Co. 

No. 3 Grey-green unhanded s la te , faces flat, edges square. New London Twp., Huron Co. 

No. 4 Green and black banded slate , with enough patination to obscure the grain unless 
wet or oiled. Eleven shallow notches on upper end. face convex, edges* square. 
Erie County, Ohio. 

Lower row — left to right 
No. 1 Green and black banded slate , faces flat, edges square, thick. This was found 

with a small one holed rectangular slate while digging a grave in St. Joseph ' s 
cemetery, Monroeville, Huron County, Ohio. 

No. 2 Green and black finely banded slate, faces flat, edges square, nine shallow notches 
on upper end. Found at the junction of Cole Creek and the west Branch of the 
Huron, near Norwalk, Ohio. 

* * * * * 

THE TOMAHAWK 
The tomahawk is considered to be a weapon peculiar to the American Indian. However, 

the metal hatchets used by the Indians and now called tomahawks were made by white men 
and traded to the Indians. The stone axes often called tomahawks by collectors were not 
primarily weapons of war but utility tools 

The word itself came into English from the Algonquian languages. The early writers 
on Virginia cite the word from various dialects as TOMMAHICK, TOMAHACK, TOMAHAKE, 
(Strachey 1612), other early forms are TOMMYHAWK and TOMHOG (Church, Phi l l ip 's war, 
page 24, 1716). The Delaware dialect has T0MAH1KAN, the mahican, TVMNAHEGAN, the 
Massachuset, TOMHEGAN. That this word was common to widely scattered Algonquian 
peoples is indicated by the fact that OOTOMMOHEGAN is the word for a hammer in the 
Cree language. 

In McCulloh's Researches, published in 1829, the following is found on page 134. 
" T h e tomahawk was originally a club carved into some con 
venient shape. It was most commonly a stout stick about 
three feet in length, terminating in a large knob, wherein 
a projecting bone or flint was often inser ted." 

Beverley, writing in 1705 describes a visi t to one of the Indian "houses of worship". 
He says: 

"We found large shelves, and upon these shelves, three mats, 
each of which was rolled up, and sewn fast. These we hand
ed down to the light, and to save time in unlacing the seams, 
used a knife and ripped them open without doing any damage 
to the mats. In one of these we found some vast bones, which 
we judged to be the bones o f men, particuarly we measured one 
thjbone, and found it two feet nine inches long. (Ed. Note. Such 
a man would be over ten feet high). In another we found some 
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Indian tomahawks finely graved and painted. These resembled wooden 
faulchions, save that they have no guard for the fingers. They were 
made of a rough heavy wood, and the shape of them is as represented 
in Fig. 1. (p. 133). Among these tomahawks was the largest that I 
ever saw there was fastened to it the beard of a wild turkey painted 
red, and two of the longest feathers of its wings hung dangling from 
the end of the tomahawk by a string of about six inches long." 

The tomahawk was very generally employed in ceremonies, and the matter of i ts uses and the 
embellishments are well set forth by Rogers. 

"Another instrument of great esteem and importance among them is 
the tomahawk. This is an ancient weapon universally used by them 
in war, before they were taught the use of iron and s teel , since 
which hatchets have been substituted for them, But th is instrument 
still retains its use and importance in public transactions and, like 
the pipe is often very significant. This weapon is now formed much 
like a hatchet, having a long stem or handle. ******** The tomahawk 
is likewise ornamented with feathers and paintings, disposed and var= 
iegated in many significant forms, according to the occasion and end 
for which it is used, and on it they keep journals of their marches 
and most important and noted occurrences in a kind of heiroglyphics. 

When the council is called to deliberate on war, the tomahawk is 
painted all over red, and when the council s i ts it is laid down by the 
chief, and if war is concluded upon, the captain of the young warriors 
takes it up and with it in his hands dances and sings the warsong, as 
before mentioned. When the council is over, this hatchet, or another 
one of the kind is sent by the hands of some warrior to every tribe 
concerned, and with it he presents a belt of wampum and delivers 
his message, throwing the hatchet on the ground, which is taken up 
by one of their most expert warriors, if they chose to join, if not, 
they return it, and with a belt of wampum suitable to the occasion. 
"Knox, Voyages and Travels, Vol. n , pp 165-6 1767.) 

Another ceremonial use of the Tomahawk is reflected in our own 
phrase, " to bury the hatchet" Also, a hatchet blade sticking up 
out of the earth of the trail to a village was the Indian equivalent 
of our "Danger, Keep Out, No Trespassing. '4 

Condensed from Bull. 30, Bur. Amer. Ethp 1910,, 

MAN LIVED 20 MILLION YEARS AGO - PROFESSOR SAYS 

ROME, July 28. - An American scientist searching for traces of a pre-man said 
today that bones already found push the beginnings of mankind back "15 to 20 mill 
ion years5 ' — almost twice the age previously estimated. 

Dr. Helmutt de Terra of Columbis University, New York, told reporters a section 
of jawbone has been found, along with bones from the feet and hands of oreopithecus, 
the oldest dawn man ever known. 

It had been thought from earlier findings that he lived 19 million years ago. 
The previously known "ancient men,' the Java and Peking men, go back only 

300,000 years. 

* * * (con't from p. 120) 
The sitting figure seems to be looking toward the sky and is holding a pipe in his lap 
There is a small hole drilled through the piece connecting the pipe bowl and the man ' s 
chin, possibly a thong was inserted through this hole to hang the pipe by. A raised 
mantle covers the back and back of head of the figure, 4 1/2 x 4 x 1 3/4 inches. 
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CORRECTION - PLEASE NOTICE 

745 S. 21st, St., 
Harrisburg, Pa.,, 
June 30th, 1956 

Dear Sir: 

In the January issue of The Ohio Archaeologist on 
page 18 is a picture of a very long birdstone that once was in 
my collection. This birdstone is wrongly labeled as from Millers-
burg, Pennsylvania. I would like to have published the right data 
on this important artifact. 

It was found by a Mr. Seidel while he was digging post-
holes in Seidel 's Park in Marysville, Pennsylvania, not a Mr. Otto 
in Millersburg. 

The smaller birdstone figured on Page 19 of the same 
issue was found by Mr. Otto, of Millersburg, while digging a cellar, 
the two holed slate gorget was found by Mr. Otto at the same time. 
Mr. Munger jus t got the data for the two birdstoneb mixed and I 
would like to have the mixup straightened out, and the proper data 
given. 

Yours sincerely 

Frank R. Neidley. 

FOUR SOUTHERN OHIO PIPES 
by 

William Wertz 
Portsmouth, Ohio 

Pipe No. 2 was dug by me at the Feurt Village Site in Scioto County, 
Ohio. I dug this during a snowstorm in frozen ground andj 
very cold weather. I think it is an effigy of a crow. You 
can notice the lines from the eyes. This is somewhat sim
ilar to the weeping eye design sometimes found on shell 
gorgets of this locality. It is rather a large pipe made of 
Ohio pipestone with high polish. It was found on an adult 
burial in position on the left shoulder. 

Pipes Nos 1, 3 and 4 are made of limestone or a fine grained sandstone, 
and all three are effigies. These were dug by my father and 
myself from a mound near Gallipolis, Ohio, on the Beale 
farm quite a number of years ago. Along with these pipes 
we also found a popeye birdstone which I have in my collect
ion. The effigy forms are No. 1, effigy of a dog; No. 3 , 
effigy of an opossum and No. 4 an effigy claw. 

NOTICE 

The Ohio State Library is anxious to get copies of the following 
numbers of the old Bulletin. Anyone who has one to spare is 
urged to send it to the Secretary to be forwarded. 

No. 7, 1943 
No. 9 - 11, 1944 
No. 13 - 14, 1945 

One dollar apiece will be paid for them. 
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A VERY EARLY ARCHAIC OR LATE PALEO-INDIAN TYPE 

by Arthur George Smith 

The artifacts figured on the opposite page are of a type that appears to belong 
in the transition period between the Paleo-Indian culture and the early Archaic. The 
chipping technique shows a strong resemblance to that used by certain of the "Yuma" 
complexes, flat parallel flaking that left a finely serrated edge, with a thick smooth 
blade usually with a median hdge on both faces. As a rule the base shows two or three 
thinning flakes on each face and the base itself is slightly concave. The edges of the 
stem and the base are ground to the points of the shoulders. 

The type is found widely but is not common anyplace of which I know. Many of 
them are found away from si tes and there is seldom more than one or two found on any 
s i te . This distribution pattern is that of the true Paleo-Indian types. 

Dr. T. M. N. Lewis of the University of Tennessee says that the type is found 
in Tennessee, under the same conditions as described for Ohio, and that he regards 
i t as a very early type. 

The late Dr. Kramer was fond of this type, and he had a very fine selection of 
them, and had a slide made of some of the finest. A few were of Flint Ridge jewel 
flint, but as a rule they are made of the same materials popular with the "Yuma" com
plexes in Ohio. I personally regard i t as a derivative from the "Yuma" complex and 
there is a similar type that derives from the Fluted point with the same distribution 
pattern. 

In the Ohio Archaeologist, Vol. .6, No. 3, July 1956, on page 93, a superb 
specimen of this type is figured, 

1 believe that these are knives not projectile points, the finely serrated edge 
is a great advantage in skinning and butchering, and they are strong and sturdy, fit 
for hard use. I have never seen any of these showing use damage but I would like to 
see any our members have for study, the way a flint tool broke tells a lot about how 
it was used and for what, 

TOP ROW 
Left to right 

No. 1 Blue-black flint, Ohio 
No, 2 Light grey flint from Flint Ridge, Huron County, Ohio 
No. 3 Mottled light blue grey flint, Huron County, Ohio 
No. 4 Je t black flint. Ohio 
No. 5 Light tan chert, Ohio, Originally in Hill Collection, Delaware, Ohio. 

BOTTOM ROW 
left to right 

No. 6 Grey chert, the kind so popular with Ohio Yuma. Geauga C , Ohio 
No. 7 Blue black Mercer flint, rather thin, edges worn by use. Ohio. 
No. 8 Jet black flint, very fine retouch on edges which are worn. 

Scioto County, Ohio. Collected in the 1890s. 
No. 9 Purplish brown Flint Ridge flint Norwalk, Huron Co., Ohio. 
No. 10 Very showy mottled blue and white flint. Huron Co., Ohio 

Nos. 1, 4, 5, and 7 are from the collection of Dr. Lawrence Licks of Columbus,0. 
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THE ART OF FLINT CHIPPING 

h 
John Witthoft 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies of Paleo-Indian tools have involved me in the problem of 
technical terms for certain c lasses of artifacts. I have been faced with the choice of 
either inventing new names for standard tool-forms, or of using established technical 
terms which seem to be quite unfamiliar to many of my colleagues. After a great deal 
of though and inquiry, I decided that it was necessary to use terms that were already 
in wide use and which already were rigidly defined, rather than to coin yet another 
se t of provincial labels . My use of these terms, despite explanations of their meanings 
in the text, seems to have been poorly understood. Apparently a formal definition of 
each term is necessary in any archaeological paper which uses technical typological 
terms. This series of articles is an attempt to explain certain technical terms and their 
significance, particularly as they apply to Paleo-Indian problems, relationships b e 
tween the Old World and the New, and basic distinctions in flint typology. It also 
includes mention of related terms wh:ch I ha^e not used myself in discussing such prob
lems, but which have been used by some of my colleagues dealing with related material. 

There are several reasons for this confusion. The first is mere lack of familiar
ity with typological terms used in European archaeology, both in English and continental 
languages. The second, more serious, is lack of understanding of forms, techniques and 
historical significance of very peculiar but highly important tool types of the Old World. 
The best example, perhaps, is the complete igno'rance among American professionals of 
the nature of a burin, so that burins were unrecognized in the New World, between the 
time of Thomas Wilson and a few years ago. The third reason is our mental haziness 
about the technology of flint knapping, and especially of the mechanical, principles, the 
role of motor habits, the role of tradition, and the intended use, as these determined the 
procedures and the endproducts of the ancient workman. 

On the first score, one of our major problems is control of the growth of jargon, 
so that the argor of archaeo'ogy may be kept within reasonable bounds, and so that e s 
pecially inept or grotesque terms may be avoided. It is provincial, and confusing, for 
us to use one term and a British scholar to use an unrelated term for precisely the same 
item in typology, while at the same time we use technical terms based on French, for 
items known by perfectly good English terms. However, I believe that the basic reason 
for such provincial usage is ignorance of typology itself and of the nature of the basic 
technical distinctions for which technical terms stand, not mere ignorance of terminology, 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION AS AN APPROACH TO TYPOLOGY. 

I have been most startled :n recen; years to discover that American archaeolo-
gists of the first rank in their profession were often unaware of basis differences in 
flint knapping technology, matters that I ha^e tried to reach in elementary anthropol
ogy courses. These involve such matters as the bnrin and the burin blow, blade elab
oration, geometric flints, Levallois technique, flaking sequences, and the concept of 
a flint industry as a basic typological complex, rathe; than a series of isolated finds. 

I have actually come to feel that many American archaeologists see all flint 
as a mere matter of skilled random-spaLing and i ts products as a result of conscious 
design. 
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Flint tools were the manifestation of certain motor-habits , traditional procedures 
and stereotypes, and unbelievably precise "muscular knowledge" of materials and forms; 
all of these were in no sense controlled by conscious planning or by conceptions of pro
cesses and finished forms. Neither was innovation and invention the result of conscious 
designing for improvement, but were due to a factoi: of "dr i f t" in the gradual modification 
of motor habit and stereotyped patterns, scarcely perceptible in the work of any one gener 
ation. 

Typology, as an archaeological technique, does not aim at complete description 
of an artifact and of the techniques involved in its manufacture, but rather tries to de ter 
mine and compare distinctive traits in form and manufacture. It is a tool, not an end in 
itself. The approach must be empirical, since the typologist s t resses those details which 
seem, to him, to be of the greatest significance in relating and in contrasting different 
c lasses of objects, and he tries to deal with parts of a complex as found together under 
controlled conditions rather than with isolated rel ics. By following various leads which 
leads this procedure gives, he has discovered a great deal about long extinct methods of 
working flint, most of them pertaining to procedures that no one would ever imagine to 
have existed. 

Most of the terms I wish to discuss, in this series of articles, apply to such 
procedures and resultant tools, to types that no archaeologist would ever have imagined, 
but which were of extreme importance, 

A priori and intuitive judgments about technologies in flint working are nearly 
worthless, and one must study the actual objects to see what unimaginable and strange 
things men have done with si l icas in the past. 1 must remind the reader that flint-knap
ping is a long extinct art, and that we are quite unaware of all of its sublet ies; men 
who made flint tools throughout at least half a million years of human history, had a 
great many techniques, procedures and designs which are completely strangeto us, and 
we know almost as little of these matters as stone age man knew of the technology or 
alloy metallurgy. What little knowledge we have of the lithic industries come fromthe 
study of large, controlled series of artifacts (finished, unfinished, and broken), attempts 
to reproduce the same types experimentally, and comparison of our pictures or many 
such analyses. Flint typology is something to be approached with the attitude, "1 don't 
know" not with the assurance of ignorance. 

Practically every detail involved in the mechanics of flint-knapping is a variable 
and these variables cluster in three groups, those concerning the stone, those concerning 
the workman, and those concerning the intermediate tool. Many archaeological accounts 
s t ress the first and the third of these, which are of very litt le consequence compared to 
the behavior of the human being who fabricated these tools. It is precisely because we 
we are so ignorant of flint chipping technology that we fail to s t ress the importance of 
the motor habits and tradition bound designing of the craftsman. 

THE NATURE OF FLINT 

Flint is an impure s i l ica, with the impurities distributed in a matrix of non
crystalline sil ica (often called chaicedonite). This non—crystalline si l ica is techni
cally a g lass , and as a glass it lacks most of the characteristics of a solid; it has 
no fixed temperatures for a change of s ta te , but merely becomes more or less fluid 
with heating or cooling; it has no crystal : . re structure, and its molecules are not 
fixed in geometrical relationship to one another in a latt ice; most important for our 
interests , its fracture patterns are not those of a solid. Because flint is a g lass , 
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an exceedingly stiff and viscous Irq- 9 almost perfectly elastic thus i t is possible 
to chip and flake it in so many precise ways The fracture of flint is a complex physical 
problem in wave mechanics, and flinty types of fracture are characteristic of other super 
cooled liquids, like cold pitch and window glass . I have yet to read any analysis of the 
mechanics of fracture -n st'ff liquids along strained zones produced by wave motion with
in the material, but that is the way 'hat flint is chipped. Even quartzite, which consists 
of sand grains (which are solid crystalline sil ica) cemented by silica glass , fractures by 
such straining as though it were a stiff jell , because the glass matrix determines the type 
of straining. Crystalline stones which are made up of many tiny fragments distributed at 
random with glass intermixed '.how wave fracture in conchoidal patterns poorly, yet the 
same wave mechanics were involved in primitive chipping of these s tones . Stones which 
contain no glass and are made up entirely of tiny crystalline particles were also worked 
in this way, and the most remarkable o( these chipped materials are rhyolite, aporhyolite, 
argillite, diabase, basalt and sidorite. In these last cases , the mechanics of knapping 
were poorly developed fluid phenomena, with wave propagation and straining as the d e t e r 
minants of fracture 

Many stones used by the flint worker do not ordinarily fracture in this way, for 
instance, impure quartz, the crystalline vein-fil l ing found in so many of our rocks. How
ever many points were made of it usually in areas where good flaking flints were lacking. 
These tools were split and battered into shape, rather than shaped by conchoidal fracture, 
and they are usually crude The flaking of rock crystal, of fragments of single clear quartz 
crystals, presents a different problem, for this is quartz in a solid s ta te , with a latticed 
molecular structure, fixed melting point and other fixed temperatures for changes in s ta te , 
and with solid fracture characteristics However, rock crystal is subject, to some slight 
extent, to conchoidal frac'u-e by wave-straining although 1 have not enough manual skill 

to exploit this tendency in the material I have worked with, some tools of rock crystal were 
battered and spalled into shape but many ol them were very delicately shaped by conch
oidal flaking. Probably the greatest achievment in stone flaking ever accomplised by the 
American Indian is represented by the large, thin, beautifully flaked, rock crystal spea r -
points of Ohio Hopewell, showing complete control of this refractory material, the stone 
probably came from Arkansas. Fluted points of rock crystal , of which perhaps a dozen 
are known represent quite as surprising an achievement and the mineral sources are 
unknown. 

Actually the problem is more difficult than this, and poody understood, since we 
have worked and studied too little quarts to know much about its less obvious character
i s t ics . Rock crystal from different localities shows great var:.at:en in minor details of 
crystalline form, mainly involving types of twinning, presence of additional facets, sup 
pression of facets, and other details which are the result of differences in the molecular 
structure. Flaking characteristics of rock crystal vary to some oxtent with these differ
ences. The most notable case of a variation of this sort can be seen in crystals from 
Ducktown, Tenn. v/hich is limpio but has a very strong tendency to conchoidal fracture. 
European flaking of quartz into tools presents similar problems 

We know fairly well from our uped stone industries that the character
is t ics of specific stones were not determinant,1: in typology, that the stone available did 
not determine the type of chipping the quality of the finished tool or the form of the tool. 
On the contrary, the man who could best work a good flint was the most able to make a 
fine tool from a poor material by exploiting a slight tendency to conchoidal fracture. Hope
well made spears of the same type of both rock crystal and of obsidian, two materials with 
with contrasting molecular structure and fracture characterist ics. Some people used noth 
ing but the best flints available of*en gcir.g great distances to obtain i t , while other groups 
rarely touched a piece of flint even when readily available, but used quartzite, argilli te, or 
some other non—flinty material, lr. almost every case however they worked these stones 
as though they were flints, exploiting 'he wave—straining character of the rock with con
choidal fracture as the shaping technique The nature of the specific material did not great
ly influence the technology, on the other hand, choice of material was culturally determined. 
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and thereby we may assume that only in subtle and minor ways did the character of the spec-
cific material influence flint industries. 

HAMMERSTONES 

The materia1 and form of the intermedia'e tool, of the implement used in flint chippings 

has been the subject of many papei-e, and has beengreatly over-emphasized in accounting for 
typological differences. The hardness and elasticity of the hammer c punch doubtless had 
some relation to the type o f chip, bu' the form of the striking edge of a hammer may have been 
of greater importance, while the strength, skill and methods of the workman were probably the 
most significant factors We cannot discuss intelligently the role of the intermediary tool in 
any broad sense until various types o f these tools are found and identified in many archaeo
logical cultures. We have so little evidence pertaining to them as yet that most published 
accounts about their significance are quite imagina-y Personally, I believe that all details 
of lithic material of intermediary tools are of ve-y minor and subsidiary importance, and that 
the basic difference, the determinants in typology were located in the hands, mind and eye 
of the workman. 

As I have said before, we moderns are (understandably) quite ignorant of flint t e c h 
nology, and it is only by intensive study of flint industries as we find them, and not through 
intuition, can we learn anything about t.hese long extinct crafts. Those of us who have tried 
to duplicate some of these Industries, and to recreate their techniques with the hammerstone, 
have learned how little we really know about such matters, I do not mean by this the mere 
spalling of a passable arrowhead from a flint chip, but the forming of basic shapes , and off 
from, the mass, and the elaboration of these basic shapes into the conventional tools of a 
number of ancient cultures We have found that we will probably never learn the muscular 
control needed for a high percentage of success in many of these operations, but we are 
measuring our skill against that of peop'e who were taught very precise and exact methods, 
almost from infancy. We have learned that flint knapping is a dangerous hobby, and realize 
why early travelers in our west mef so many old Indians who had lost an eye. Most important, 
I believe that we have discovered that the mos' important factors in typology pertain to the 
way the blow was struck for each flake, and the way a sequence of these flaking blows were 
planned to shape a tool. Each flaking blow must be considered as a vector, with direction, 
point of impact, and the amount of force carefully controlled. I believe that every other det
ail in flint chipping is subsidiary to these, and that the really important differences in flint 
typology depend on fine differences in the way blows were struck, and in the sequence of 
blows that constituted the design of the tool. Mathematical codes, of repeating number ser
ies , can frequently be set up for such flake sequences as those imvoived in blade elaborat
ion from cores, or those of secondary flaking procedures. 

The simple hammerstone is one of the most important tools which archaeologists 
handle, and was the basic implement used by Stone Age man in tool manufacture and in other 
processes such as breaking bone. The rounding o f such a hammerstone into a sphere is a 
perfectly mechanical and accidental process, closely ^elated to the classical Chinese lapi
dary method of grinding quartz gazing balls . In any random striking or grinding a sub-spher
ical stone, high spots are worn away more rap.dly that other areas, and the stone approaches 
a perfect sphere in form. The agate pebbles of the modern chemists grinding mill approach 
polished spheres in a few months of time, and natives of Arkansas made quartz marbles for 
curio shop sale , a few years ago, by merely spinning a container of quartz fragments with a 
crude water mill. This principle is the basis o f one o f the few fundamental operations of 
precision engineering, and is as important in the forming of nearly perfect geometrical forms 
as the three plate flate grinding technique In the Old World, spherical hammers have their 
earliest occurrence in Mouster: an, they a-e usually called game balls or bolas stones, or 
some other strange name, rather than hammers The stones of the Pyramids were shaped by 
pecking with spherical hammers, but most o f the Egyptologists have identified these hammers 
as ball bearings used to roll the masonry blocks into place. In the New World, the spherical 
hammer was at most times the basic flint c h p p n g tool, and the basic implement for shaping 
pecked stone artifacts, 
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At the workshops associated with flint quarries in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York 
and other places, it is only the hammerstone found and it is tremendously abundant, examp
les are also present in practically every Indian site were flint was chipped. Even in late 
si tes where shaped antler pegs were used for pressure flaking, there is abundant evidence 
of the hammerstone as the flint-workers tool. In Hopewell, where antler-beam hammers 
are well known, the ordinary flint knappers hammer was the stone ball. In precise study 
of any flint industry, these must be searched for, and studied very carefully when found, 
for they were by all odds the most important primary tool of most primitives who worked 
flint. The cobblestone is also the basic tools for anyone who would experiment with flint 
shaping. Only when we have exhausted the potentialities of this tool should we postulate 
other types of chipping tools, such as intermediate drifts for indirect percussion, antler 
hammers, elaborate wedging devices, levers and other theoretic methods invented by the 
archaeologists. In cases where other types of chipping hammers and punches are known 
as part of an archaeological complex, we must attempt to discover, how they supplemented 
or replaced the stone hammer, and what mechanical principles they involved. 

In many cases , such as that of the Enterline Chert Industry, we have not as yet 
found any trace of the chipping tools, and until,some evidence of them is discovered, we 
can postulate very little about the type of tool used to apply force to flints in process. 

In some cases the hammer is a primary tool; that i s , a natural form used without 
modification. In other cases it is a shaped fabricator, and is therefor a secondary tool. 
In either case, the flint tool shaped with t«he hammer is a tertiary tool, in proper termin
ology. 
Ecitors Note: 
This is the first of a series of articles to appear by John Witthoft, well known archaeologist 
of Pennsylvania, and the series should be quite interesting and instructive to both the layman 
and the advanced students. Comments relative to this series will be welcomed. 

* * * * 

NEW FIND DISPUTES DARWIN'S THEORY 

Fossi l fragments of 12 primitive-type " m e n " who lived in Italy 10 million years ago 
strongly challenge the Darwinian theory of man's descent from an ape-ancestor , a Colum
bia university scientist said. 

Dr. Helmut De Terra, research associate in Columbia's department of geology, said a 
recently-intensified dtudy of bone fragments by a Swiss anthropologist indicates that men 
and apes evolved side by side from a remote ancestor that may have had no resemblance 
to either man or ape. 

Dr. Terra announced that he and the anthropologist, Dr. Johannes Hurzeler of the Basle 
museum of natural history, will search the Tuscan foothills of Italy late this spring for 
further fossil eviaence to clinch their revolutionary new theory of the origin of man. 

The expedition, which will include Italian scient is ts , will be financed by the Wenner-
Gren foundation for anthropological research. Some 16 fossil fragments of jaws and limbs 
from 12 creatures known as oreopithecus " m a n " were deposited this week by Huzeler with 
the American museum of Natural History, The fossils were found as long ago as 1872 in 
a 10-mil l ion-year-old coal bed in the Apennine foothills of Tuscany together with fossil 
plants and animals of the period. 

According to De Terra, the fossils have caused a sensation in scientific circles here 
for the following reasons. 

One - They indicate that a "Humanoid" creature inhabitated the earth 9.4 million 
years before the Java and Peking man, which for many years have been considered the 
earliest types. 

Two - They push 4)ack the estimated date of the beginning of the separate evolution 
of man and ape some 20 or 30 million years. 

Three - They point to a common ancestor of man and ape which probably lived 100 
million years ago and looked neither like man or ape. The latter point, particularly, threat
ens to explode Darwin's theory of man's ancestry which has dominated scientific thinking 
since 1859, De Terra said. Darwin believed both men and apes deecended from an "apeman" 
creature which had the characteristics of both species . 3 - 1 1 - 5 6 . . D.D.N. - 145 
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Neanderthal Woman's Skull Found - 120,000 Years Old 

Marburg, Germany - A German anthropoligst announced the discovery of a well p r e 
served skull of a Neanderthal woman who lived more than 120,000 years ago. 

The skull was found by a rural schoolteacher 100 years after the skull of the original 
Neantherdal man was discovered in 1856 in a German limestone cave. 

" I t i s a sensational scientific discovery," Prof, Eduard Jacobshagen said in an in'e 
view. "And the skull is better preserved than the Neanderthal skull i tself , , ; It is that o f 

a woman 35 to 40 years old at the time of death He fixed the age of the skull at more than 
120,000 years because in the layer of sinter covering it he found a fossilized snail of the 
last nterglacial period. 

The Neanderthal man's skull was found in a limestone cave 60 feet underground in the 
Neander valley, about 10 miles from Duesseldorf; the second skull was discovered In World 
War 1 at Ehrngsdorf near Weimar, now Communist East. Germany and this skull was found 
July 20th in Rhuenda creek near the Hessian village of Rhyenda. 8 -23-56 D.D N 
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H M M M | . 

Mr. H. C. Wachtel: Aug. 13, 1956 
Dear Sir: 

I am enclosing a picture of what 1 believe to be an Indian Artifact. I showed it 
to Mr Russ Thompson of Lexington, Ky., and others, and the concensus of opinion 
is that it is a ceremonial, but whether of North or South America, no one seems to 
know for sure. All say they feel sure it is not spurious. 

Of black hematite or diorite, it is reptilian. To some it suggests a snake, and 
others a lizard or alligator. The eyes protrude, the mouth shows plainly, flat on the 
belly to the throat, from there to the end of the under jaw ridged, as is the back ab
out six inches, the tail four inches, fitting the hand as would a mace. Round. It is 
smooth, with the exception of tiny pitted places in spots. 

This piece, with a small amount of flint projectile points, are from the estate 
of a man who died in 1955. I bought them from his widow. She could tell me nothing 
of this piece, except that he had it for a "long t ime," and had refused a number of 
offers to sell it. 

I had a number of pictures made of some of the finds my wife and I have made 
here in the Ky. river valley but this is the only one any good. I had the thrill of 
finding a reel type bannerstone, slightly damaged by a cutting harrow, las t spring, 
and later a chalcedony cone, which my wife tried to top with a quartz game—stone 
a few minutes later. 

I am enclosing return envelope, and would appreciate any information concern
ing the " s n a k e , " also, if you are ever over this way, would like to have you stop 
by. Some of the things we've found, are, I believe, a little unusual. And we want 
to ask questions like "what is i t " ? 

Very truly yours 
Charles Johnson 
307 West 4th St 

- I44 - Frankfort, Ky. 
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VARIETY 
by 

H. C'. Wachtel 

Pictured on the opposite page are five artifacts, which are shown 
to add a little variety to look over. 

In the upper right hand corner is a jadite bird from below Mexico 
City, Mexico and prized highly by the writer for the uniqueness of the 
artifact as to material and source, but mainly that it was a gift from my 
good friend and fellow collector, Dr. Bennett of Portsmouth, Ohio, who 
acquired it in Mexico las t year. This i sn ' t necessarily a birdstone as we 
know them here in Ohio and may have been an object of adornment only. 
It reminds me of a warbler of some type as the throat has the appearance 
of either warbling or at the point of singing. 

In the lower right hand corner is a more typical bird of the bust 
type with medium size popeyes. The body is a dull blackish quartzite 
with a thin white stripe running completely around the base about 1/16 of 
an inch up. This was found by a Mr. Tyler of Mason, Eaton County, Mich
igan. Then to H. E. Fronville of Watesha, Michigan, then to Vaughn Ladd, 
to Dr. Leon Kramer, to Harold Engle and at rest here. 

The center piece, of course, is the main artifact, being one of the 
nicest discoidals 1 have ever seen. Material is what makes the piece so 
attractive, being a reddish tinged ferruginous quartz and very symmetrical 
with the second central depression visible. This has a beautiful trans— 
lucency when viewed before a light. From Scott County, Tennessee, 
Formerly in the Wehrle collection in Newark, Ohio and previously in the 
Hill collection of Delaware, Ohio. 

The elbow pipe to upper left is made of steati te and from T u s c a 
rawas County, Ohio. Formerly in the Wehrle collection, Newark, Ohio. 

The pipe to lower left is also of steati te from Fayette County, 
Ohio. Sloping bowl and flattened stem. 
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